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Over the past two centuries biomedical science has, at times, provided justification for white privilege. Science has been used to support the proposition that differences in achievement reflect innate differences in ability among racial groups. Broadly speaking, the view that differences in academic achievement, IQ scores, employment status or wealth primarily reflect innate differences is called “biological determinism.”¹ As the late Stephen J. Gould pointed out, at its core, biological determinism is “a theory of limits. It takes the current status of groups as a measure of where they should and must be (even while it allows some rare individuals to rise as a consequence of their fortunate biology).”², p. 28

Biological determinism lost most of its scientific credibility by the mid-20th century, and lost much of its social and political power after World War II; however, it never entirely disappeared. Today, some people believe that persistent racial gaps in, for instance, school achievement, family income, and wealth must reflect innate differences in ability. One human trait that is postulated to play a role in many kinds of achievement is intelligence, and some commentators postulate that racial differences in average levels of intelligence explain achievement gaps.

At the same time, the new molecular genetics has captured the public imagination and has provided tools for conducting large-scale genetic comparisons between individuals and between human groups. Some people will look to modern genetics to provide scientific justifications for racial inequalities. Genetics is particularly appealing in this role because of its apparent precision, authority, and high-tech chic. Many people reason that if groups vary with respect to innate cognitive abilities, then the differences between groups must be attributable to differing racial patterns of genetic variation. To disentangle claims about race, genetics and intelligence, we must examine beliefs about race and intelligence, and understand what role genes reasonably could or could not play with regard to the intersection of these two concepts.

RACE AND GENETICS

Race is a concept that people use to make sense of the amazing panoply of human biological, social, cultural, and political variation. Since the 17th century, scientists have attempted to categorize and differentiate human populations. Perhaps the single most influential taxonomy of human races was that constructed by the Swedish naturalist Carolus Linnaeus, in his famous Systema naturae. The 1758 edition of this work initiated the modern science of systematically categorizing all living organisms. Linnaeus included humans in the Systema as an ordinary component of the natural world, subject to categorization as is any other organism. He identified four geographically-based human races, which he designated as subspecies. These four groupings are described in contemporary terms as Native Americans, Europeans, Asians and Africans.
Linnaeus’s taxonomy described both the physical appearance and personality type that he believed characterized each race. *Homo sapiens americanus* (Native Americans) were red in color, had erect posture, straight and thick black hair, wide nostrils, scanty beards and “harsh” faces. They were, purportedly, liberty-loving, ill-tempered, and obstinate, and their social and political relations were governed by custom rather than formal law. *Homo sapiens europeaeus* (Europeans) had white skin, long flowing hair, and blue eyes. Their character was serious, sanguine, and smart, and their social and political relations were governed by formal law. *Homo sapiens asiaticus* (Asians) had yellow skin, black hair and dark eyes. According to Linnaeus, they were melancholy, greedy and governed by “opinion” rather than formal law. *Homo sapiens afer* (Africans) were black, with “frizzled” black hair, silky skin, flat noses and tumid lips. He described their character as crafty, impassive, lazy, careless and “ruled by caprice.”

It should be obvious that Linnaeus was not simply cataloging physical features or biological structures, he was also using non-biological traits (real or imagined), such as dress and specific forms of social organization, to construct his categories. He commingled socio-cultural traits and biological ones as though all had the same cause. Linnaeus may have believed that he was simply performing “objective science,” analyzing human beings the same way that he would analyze snakes or ant eaters, but he was not. It should also be obvious that Linnaeus was constructing a social hierarchy in which whites (the group to which he belonged) were at the pinnacle and blacks were at the bottom. White’s possessed the qualities he viewed as most admirable and valuable, blacks possessed the least of those qualities, and other races were somewhere in between.

Linnaeus’s four geographic categories influenced nineteenth and early twentieth century anthropologists, and they are still evident in contemporary, “folk notions” of race. The link between continent of ancestry, a person’s appearance, and her race is still central in most people’s belief systems.

From Linnaeus’s day until the 20th century, the overarching goal of the study of human variation was to establish a small number of basic categories into which all human variation could be fit. Anthropologists collected large quantities of data—body measurements of people from around the world—while attempting to discover discrete, natural categories of people. But the more people the anthropologists measured, the more categories they found.

By the early 20th century, many scientists were beginning to believe that nature had not produced discrete, biological categories of humans. Scientists had difficulty allocating the world’s people into categories based on biological measurements, in part because the different physical traits that scientists measured—pigmentation, hair texture, facial features, leg lengths, etc.—do not vary in concert with each other. Consider two features that many people use as bases for racial categorization—skin color and nose shape. Dark skin color and wide nose shape are features associated with people from sub-Saharan Africa, and with a race designated as black. Light skin color and narrow, longer noses are features associated with people from Europe, a race variously designated as white, Caucasian, or Anglo. But some individuals have dark skin color and narrow,
long noses. This is true of many people from the middle east and northern Africa. Skin color and nose shape are not always correlated, they can vary independently of each other, and so using these two features can lead to more than two ways of categorizing people.

Eventually, the accumulated anthropological data showed that patterns of human biological variation are complex, and that biological variation between human groups is generally a matter of gradual change rather than abrupt discontinuities. On average, people tend to be more physically similar to others who are born and live near them, and one group gradually gives way to another. Charles Darwin argued that the weightiest of all arguments against the notion of distinct human races was that “they graduate into each other… [the naturalist] of a cautious disposition, . . . will say to himself that he has no right to give names to objects he cannot define.” Because human biological variation is complex and continuous, allocating people to categories requires us to “draw lines” where none exist in nature.

Differences in features, and as it turns out, in DNA sequences, are greatest between groups of people who are geographically distant from each other. The pattern in which some measurable feature varies gradually, and the variation correlates with geographic distance, is called “clinal” variation. Many human traits and many human genetic differences exhibit a clinal pattern.

Modern molecular genetics has largely confirmed what anthropology discovered in the early twentieth century. As a general rule, all people possess the same genes, in the same order, on their chromosomes. Genomes (the complete complement of DNA in a cell) of people from all points on the globe are remarkably similar. This is why it was possible and reasonable to undertake the Human Genome Project (HGP) to create a composite reference DNA sequence that was pieced together from bits of several people’s genomes.

Although humans are quite genetically similar, no two people are genetically identical unless they are monozygotic (identical) twins. There are various methods of conducting genetic comparisons between individuals or groups, and the different methods do not always give exactly the same results, so claims about genetic similarity and difference should be made cautiously, and numerical claims should be viewed as estimates or approximations. Given this caveat, it is widely accepted among contemporary geneticists that any two unrelated humans are about 99.8 percent or 99.9 percent genetically identical. But because the human genome contains approximately 3 billion nucleotides (DNA building blocks), a 0.1 percent or 0.2 percent difference translates into millions of sites at which two people will have a different nucleotide. Some genetic variation involves differences in the number of copies of a particular DNA sequence a person possesses (copy number variation). Copy number variation has been linked to human differences in drug response, resistance to HIV infection, risk of developing autism or schizophrenia, and other human traits.
Nearly all of the genetic variation among humans is found within any human group. If one assesses the genetic variation in a group of Yoruba people from Nigeria, and in a group of Swedish people from the town of Malmo, somewhere between 85 percent and 95 percent of the genetic variants will be found in both groups, although some variants will be found at a higher frequency in one group than the other. Furthermore, if one examines a single gene or region of the genome, then an individual whose recent ancestors are from Lagos, Nigeria, may be more similar to somebody from Malmo, Sweden, than to most other people from Nigeria. Depending on how one measures, the component of genetic variation that occurs between human groups from different continents could be as low as 2.8 percent, whereas the component of genetic variation between human groups from the same continent could be 2.5 percent. If one associates races with particular continents, then all but 2.8 percent of the human genetic variation is found within any race.

When the frequency of a gene variant does differ between one human group and another, one typically sees a pattern where, for instance, gene variant A is found in 15 percent of people from Group 1 and found in 23 percent of people from Group 2. Typically, the difference in frequency is relatively small and most people will have the same variant, regardless of the group to which they belong. There are, however, a few gene variants that differ quite significantly from one human group to another.

The gene with highest frequency of between-group variation is one that influences skin pigmentation in humans and other organisms—the SLC24A5 gene. One version of this gene has been found in 98 to 100 percent of people in European population samples studied, but a different version of this gene has been found in 93 to 100 percent of people sampled from parts of Africa, East Asia and the Americas. Interestingly, over half of the African-Americans studied have either one or two copies of the gene variant commonly found in European populations.

To the extent that genes underlie pigmentation, perhaps the most visible of human differences, we should expect that some of those genes will have quite different frequencies among people of different skin color. What may be surprising is that pigmentation is genetically very complex. At least five different genes strongly influence skin pigmentation, and there are hundreds of other genes that may play a minor or occasional role. Because of this complexity, scientists cannot use variants of pigmentation genes as a means of racial classification. There are no pigmentation gene variants that are found only and always in “white people” but not in people of other racial groups.

Human beings are quite genetically similar because humans are a relatively young species, one that has not had much time to differentiate (as measured by number of generations). No human group has been reproductively isolated from others for long enough to become a different species or subspecies.

The greatest amount of genetic variation between human individuals is found among people of Africa. For many regions of the human genome, there are more variants...
found among people of Africa (and the recent African diaspora) than are found among people in the rest of the world. This is probably because humans have resided in Africa for much longer than we have resided any place else in the world, so our species has had time to accumulate genetic changes within the people in Africa. A relatively small group of people migrated out of Africa 30,000 to 100,000 years ago, and only a fraction of the human genetic variation went with them. After migrating out of Africa, humans underwent a very rapid expansion to all parts of the globe. One implication of the high degree of genetic diversity among people of Africa is that it is incorrect and incoherent to think of black people as a genetically unitary group.

Scientists are intensely interested in using the 5 to 15 percent of genetic variation that occurs between populations to study the history of the human species. Understanding this variation also helps them to conduct studies on genetic causes of human disease. Recently, geneticists have begun measuring hundreds of thousands of sites of genetic variation in each of thousands of people’s genomes, then statistically grouping people according to their overall patterns of genetic similarity and difference. Such analyses can group together people whose ancestors all came from the same continent, and differentiate them from people whose ancestors came from a different continent. Some commentators have equated these statistical groupings with human races.

But the ability to statistically cluster members of the human species is not the same thing as “finding” a natural, biological category. Using the same scientific approach, scientists can also statistically group people whose grandparents were born in Finland and separate them from people whose grandparents were born in Sweden. Researchers can group people of Iceland according to the county or counties in which their ancestors (five generations back) were born. This does not mean that the people of Finland and Sweden are of different races, or that Iceland’s counties are populated by different races. Also, keep in mind that only about 0.1-0.2 percent of the human genome differs from one person to another, and only 5-15 percent of that variation can be used to distinguish between human groups, so statistical grouping of people by patterns of genetic variation is based on a minute fraction of our genomes.

Finally, it is crucial to reemphasize that the amount of genetic variation between groups is very small compared to the 85 to 95 percent of variation found within human groups. That one can genetically group together people whose four grandparents all came from Beijing, China, and differentiate them from people whose four grandparents all came from someplace else does not mean that the people whose grandparents came from Beijing are substantially genetically alike. People in any particular place are not genetically homogenous, and people certainly are not homogenous across entire continents. The vast majority of human genetic variation is between individuals, including individuals who can be assigned to the same racial, ethnic, or national group.

Because humans have high within-group genetic variation, genes are unlikely to explain average differences in IQ test scores of different racial groups. We do not know the extent to which genes underlie a person’s ability to perform complex mental tasks,
but there is no reason to think that people whose relatively recent ancestors all came from one continent would have different variants of any relevant genes than do people whose ancestors came from another continent. If potential “cognition genes” are similar to other genes, then most variants will be found within all groups of people at similar frequencies.

WHAT IS RACE?

“Order is Heaven’s first law: and, this confessed,
Some are, and must be, greater than the rest…
Without this just gradation, could they be
Subjected, these to those or all to thee?”
Alexander Pope, *Essay on Man* (1733)², p. 31

If races are not distinct genetic groups of human beings, then what are they? Some scholars have argued that because humans are so genetically similar, and because there are no discrete genetic groups, human races do not exist or are not “biologically relevant.”²⁷,²⁸ However, the issue of whether something exists, and whether it is “biologically relevant,” is completely separable from the question of whether it can be found in our genes.

Many non-genetic features of our world and ourselves are real because we make them so, we bring them into existence through beliefs, customs, laws, physical arrangements of our environment, and numerous every-day acts. Marriages, schools, and subways are not encoded in any person’s genes, but they are all real. Likewise, race is real because people believe in it and act on those beliefs. Race is deeply rooted in the consciousness of individuals and groups, and it structures our lives and our physical world in myriad ways. It is a strong predictor of where people live,²⁹,³⁰ what schools they attend,³¹ where and how their spirituality is practiced, what jobs they have, and the amount of income they will earn.³² Race is real because human beings continually create and recreate it through the process of racialization.³³

There is no unitary definition of race, no definition that applies in all places, at all times and for all purposes. Scholars who include race as a variable in their studies must operationalize the concept of race in a manner that meets the needs of their study, while acknowledging that such “working definitions” merely “fulfill the need for an analytical strategy, they do not reflect a fixed social or biological reality.”³⁴, p. 4

Scholars who study race, from numerous fields, generally agree on a few themes regarding how notions of race operate in society. One point of agreement is that race is a second order construct—a belief about beliefs, behaviors, and traits. A person’s racial self-identification, and her ascription of race to other people, is based on her beliefs about skin color, head shape, hair texture, religion, ancestry, language spoken, nationality, dress, political philosophy and many other factors. Genes encode some of the traits on which people base racial attributions and identity, but genes do not encode all of them.
Because a person’s race is not reducible to her genetically encoded traits, one could know everything about a person’s genome and still not know her race. 35

Another point of agreement among race scholars is that race is a very malleable concept. This claim developed from numerous observations of how the meaning of racial categories, and the categories themselves, change over time. 33,36,37 One well known example of this malleability is that every decennial census since the early twentieth century has defined race differently than the previous census. 38,39 Thus, a person who was white in one census might have been Mexican or black in another. Another example is that some people have a different race on their birth certificate and their death certificate.

The malleability of the concept of race means that one must be very careful in comparing different studies in which race is correlated with some other feature, such as income or IQ. Studies done at different times, or by different researchers, may not be measuring the same people or the same social reality when they refer to, for instance, Native American or white people. Furthermore, because race plays such a powerful role in shaping our lives it is correlated with many factors that likely influence cognitive ability. These correlated factors may confound the results of studies by making it appear that race explains or “causes” difference in IQ test results when some other racially-correlated factor, such as diet, parental income, neighborhood environment, etc., actually explains the difference.

Another point of agreement among race scholars is that race involves practices that create hierarchies of social privilege and deprivation. While individuals may move from one racial group to another, the practices and social institutions that create racial hierarchy are long standing and deeply entrenched. Some group is always at the pinnacle of privilege, and in the United States this has been white people. This feature of race has not changed since Linneaus’s and Alexander Pope’s time. The concept of race emerged in Western culture concomitant with European colonialism, it was one ideology that could be used to justify conquest. 40 In the Americas, the asserted racial superiority of white or European-descended people functioned to justify the enslavement of African-descended people, the near extermination of Native Americans, and the extremely oppressive labor policies directed towards Chinese and Japanese workers. Contemporary racial hierarchies are enforced by less explicit means, but they still operate to rank people on scales of social status and privilege.

In the contemporary world, beliefs about racial difference, and racial superiority or inferiority, may be articulated in the language of molecular genetics and genomics. Modern genetics has great authority, and beliefs about race that once relied on vague notions of innate difference can be made to sound more precise and credible by framing them as genetic explanations. Educational achievement, wealth, and other measures of status often run in families, a fact that may increase the intuitive credibility of genetic explanations. Societal institutions operate to entrench groups who wield power into self-perpetuating dynasties. From the Tudor monarchical dynasty in 16th century England to the Bush and Kennedy family dynasties in the 20th and 21st centuries in America, families
with access to power pass their positions of privilege on to succeeding generations in a process resembling the hereditary transmission of genetic traits. Furthermore, genes can be viewed as the substrate by which God or natural selection rendered some groups superior and others inferior.

**RACE AND INTELLIGENCE**

Just as there is no unitary definition of race, there is no agreed upon or single definition of intelligence. One aphorism holds that intelligence is what intelligence tests measure. Psychometricians argue that intelligence tests measure reasoning skills, although the tests also measure knowledge. Some innovative scholars have developed theories of emotional intelligence and multiple intelligences—multiple types of cognitive function that are valuable and measurable, and that may manifest differently in different contexts. The typical IQ test does not measure multiple intelligences; instead, the test produces a single intelligence quotient (IQ).

Some scholars argue that one’s IQ indicates one’s general cognitive ability, or *g*. Many other scholars argue that the notion of a single, general quality that underlies performance on all cognitive tests is incoherent. Stephen Jay Gould has provided a thorough explanation and critique of the concept of *g* in *The Mismeasure of Man*. *g* has been a useful concept for commentators who seek to create social hierarchies based on intelligence, because “…ranking requires a criterion for assigning all individuals to their proper status in a single series.”

Alfred Binet, the developer of the first intelligence test in the early 20th century, rejected the notion that his test measured a person’s inborn or fixed cognitive ability. He also declined to use his test to rank individuals according to cognitive ability. The purpose for which he devised the test, and the only purpose for which he thought it appropriate, was to measure the intellectual capacity of children who were performing poorly in school, to determine which children had cognitive deficits for which remedial instruction might be helpful. Later psychologists, particularly those in the United States, took up and modified Binet’s test, and were willing to embrace the view that intelligence was an inborn and fixed attribute of a person. We can call this view the hereditarian theory of IQ.

Over the past decade, some contemporary proponents of the hereditarian theory have argued that 1) IQ is the most important determinant of academic success; 2) academic success is the most important determinant of high status and wealth-generating employment; and therefore 3) the economic elite have their positions and wealth as a matter of merit (intellectual contribution to society), and conversely, members of the economic underclass also deserve their position at the bottom of the social hierarchy. These commentators argue that programs aimed at raising the academic achievement of disadvantaged students are misguided because those students are, on average, biologically incapable of significant academic success. Racial gaps in test scores, from IQ to the SAT, are interpreted by hereditarians as evidence of inherent and immutable racial or ethnic differences in underlying cognitive capacity.
Many claims of contemporary hereditarians have been critiqued and debunked in books such as *Measured Lies*, *Inequality by Design*, *Whitewashing Race*, and *Intelligence and How to Get It.* These books describe mistakes of fact, method and logic made by the hereditarians.

A significant problem in debates about hereditarian theories of IQ is that correlations are often treated as proof of causation. If one observes that people in lower socioeconomic brackets, on average, score lower on IQ tests than people in higher socioeconomic brackets, this does not mean that low IQ causes poverty. It could be that poverty causes low IQ, or that something else causes both outcomes. If IQ test scores correlate with race (however race is defined), this does not mean that some inborn racial essence causes particular IQ test scores. One reasonable alternative explanation is that race is correlated with other factors, such as quality of schools, exposure to lead, or malnutrition, and these other factors are causing the observed differences in test scores.

Hereditarian claims are based on the alleged heritability of IQ. Heritability assess the way a trait *varies in a population*, and purports to measure how much of that variation is explained by genetic differences *within* the population. The remaining variation is attributed to all other factors (the environment and non-genetic aspects of biology). If children in a classroom score between 90 and 130 on an IQ test, a hereditarian might claim that 65 percent of the 40 point difference in IQ is due to genetic differences between the students, and 35 percent is due to other factors. Strong proponents of hereditarian theories tend to believe that genetic differences explain as much as 85 percent of the variation in adult IQ in a population, but other scholars believe that genes explain much less than 50 percent of the variation in IQ.

Heritability is a population measure and it is only valid within the group in which the trait of interest was studied. Thus, if one measured IQ scores in a group of middle class white children and a group of middle class Native American children, and found that the average IQ score for the Native American children was 3 points higher than that for the white children, one could specify a heritability score for each group, but one could not say how much of the difference between the white and Native American children’s mean score was attributable to genes.

To illustrate why heritability within groups has nothing to do with heritability between groups, consider a hypothetical example in which researchers measure the height of men sampled randomly across the state of Wisconsin and men sampled randomly across the island of Fiji. Researchers might determine that the differences in height in Wisconsin men were primarily due to genes, and that the same was true in Fiji. However, men in Wisconsin were an average of two inches taller than the men in Fiji, researchers could not state that the two inch between-group difference was caused by genetics. Different diets might explain most or all of the between-group difference. This example should illustrate why, by itself, a difference in the mean IQ scores between two groups of people can never justify the inference that some or all of that difference is caused by genetics. Even scholars with a strong hereditarian bent acknowledge this point.
Many scholars question the entire enterprise of treating heritability statistics as though genes and environment are actually separable influences on IQ or any other trait. Genes always function within particular environments to shape the developing human organism. The developmental interaction among many genes, and numerous environmental factors, is complex, varies over time, and is susceptible to chance events.

Researchers have, in fact, found evidence that some environmental factors are strongly associated with IQ and other measures of cognition. Malnutrition and exposure to environmental toxins, such as lead from paint, are strongly correlated with IQ. The quality of a person’s school significantly impacts her IQ score—children who begin their education in poor quality schools and then move to better ones show increases in their IQ scores.

A study published in 2009 found that long-term stress is negatively associated with young adults’ performance on cognitive tests. This study measured levels of several physiological properties associated with stress, including blood pressure, cortisol, and epinephrine levels. The researchers collected data throughout their participants’ childhood years, then administered tests of cognitive performance when the children turned 17 years old. Young adults whose bodies exhibited the highest levels of chronic stress had the least effective working memories and poorer cognitive performance.

Research also undermines the hereditarian claim that IQ is the primary determinant of achievement. Many environmental variables predict achievement as well or better than IQ, except for people whose IQ scores are at the abnormally low end of the scale. For instance, a person’s social environment may be an important determinant of her achievement, yet variables that capture a person’s social environment are often, literally, left out of the equation in work done by hereditarians. The social environment includes the expectations of one’s peers, encouragement by one’s parents and teachers, enrichment opportunities available in the neighborhood, etc. A decades long study that included social environment variables found that a 15 point difference in IQ scores among high school boys only explained 6 percent of the variability in their earnings at age 35. The greater the number of social factors taken into account, the less important IQ became. Social context variables were still significantly correlated with earnings by age 55.

In a related analysis, Fisher et al. demonstrated that if all adults in the country had the same score on an IQ test the variation in household income would only decrease by about 10%. Contrary to hereditarian claims, these data suggest that differences in IQ do not explain much about professional achievement and wage inequality, including wage inequality between racial groups. On the other hand, factors external to an individual can greatly influence her or his lifelong course of achievement.

Because race comprehensively structures people’s lives in the United States, it is correlated with many environmental factors that can influence IQ and achievement. People of different races tend to live in different neighborhoods, so they may be exposed to different levels of lead, different quality schools, different diets and different levels or
types of stress. They may be exposed to different attitudes about achievement. People of minority groups may routinely experience racism, a kind of stress that can have long-term physiological consequences. On average, people of different races receive health care at different institutions, and the care they receive is not of the same quality. In sum, racial groups differ with respect to so many environmental factors that it is entirely plausible that environmental differences explain current racial gaps in mean IQ scores.

The environment can be modified in ways that genes cannot. When the environment is changed, the trait of interest (in this case intelligence) may also change even though genes also play a role in shaping that trait. For instance, in one study African-American children in Milwaukee who were thought to be at risk for cognitive disability were randomized so that half received intensive day care and early, enriched education, while the other half received ordinary day care and schooling. By age five, children who received the intensive intervention averaged 110 on a standard IQ test (above average), while children in the control group averaged 83 (well below average). The effects of early, intensive education were still apparent by adolescence, when the children from the intervention group scored, on average, 10 points higher on IQ tests than the children from the control group.

There is some evidence that differing environments have influenced the entire human population’s IQ scores over time. People’s average IQ scores have risen by about 3 IQ points per decade over the last century. The average IQ score from 1917 would amount to about 73 on today’s tests. This effect almost certainly is not due to changes in human genetics, because there has not been enough time for new intelligence-related mutations to arise and spread throughout human populations. The most likely explanation for the rise in IQ is that some relevant environmental factors have changed, causing people to develop in ways that are reflected in higher average IQ scores.

Another piece of evidence concerning widespread environmental influences on IQ is that the mean difference between black Americans’ and white Americans’ test scores has narrowed since the 1970s. Using data from several different IQ tests that were administered in a standard manner to black and non-Hispanic white people, Dickens and Flynn showed that blacks have narrowed the IQ gap by one third to one half of what it was in the 1970s. If IQ were a fixed, intrinsic quality of races, then the IQ gap should be stable over time, but it is not.

**GENES, BRAINS AND INTELLIGENCE**

It is quite difficult to study the intersection of genes, brains and cognition. Presently, scientists have only vague and preliminary ideas about how brain structures correlate with thought processes (including solving problems on intelligence tests), and scientists are only beginning to study the ways in which genes influence the development of brain structures. One can imagine various aspects of brain physiology that might influence thinking. These include the speed and efficiency of communication between brain cells or structures, the quantity of cells that can be mobilized to store a memory or solve a problem, the density of receptors for neurotransmitters, etc. To date, none of
these aspects of physiology has been demonstrated to play a role in normal human problem solving or abstract thinking ability, but it seems reasonable that many aspects of brain physiology could play a role. Hundreds or thousands of genes, operating in particular environmental contexts, encode information that is important for the development and maintenance of brain structures and physiological processes.

Some researchers have attempted to correlate genetic markers with people’s scores on tests of cognitive ability. Thus far, these studies have yielded some claims about gene variants that are correlated with variation in cognitive ability, but no research has demonstrated a causal connection between a particular gene variant and a particular degree of cognitive skill (within the normal ability ranges). Even proponents of such research note that, “there are an unknown number of genetic influences on different abilities; [and] some… proportion of these may be too small to feasibly be detected.” 59 When variants of particular genes have been associated with IQ, the effects reported are relatively small—in the range of a couple of IQ points—and few of the observed correlations have been replicated. In contrast, altering environmental factors, such as the quality of education and day care, has been associated with IQ variation of 10 points or more. 50

In 2005, a group of scientists created a firestorm of controversy when they reported evidence for recent natural selection in humans of variants in two genes involved in regulating brain size. 60,61 These scientists reported that a variant of the MCPH1 gene arose approximately 37,000 years ago and rapidly became prevalent in all populations tested except those in Africa. 60 Their companion paper reported that a variant of the ASPM gene arose much more recently, approximately 5000 – 10,000 years ago, and became prevalent in Europe and the Middle East. 61 The authors noted that the spread of the ASPM variant occurred at around the time when humans domesticated crops and livestock, when urbanization occurred and written languages developed. The authors all but invited readers to infer that a particular gene variant, which had been selected for in white people but not in other racial groups, was importantly involved in the development of civilization.

There was a flurry of media discussion and controversy surrounding the “brain gene” papers. The claim that gene variants for head size had been positively selected for in people with recent ancestors from certain continents but not others was particularly notable because of the longstanding, but highly contested, claim that head or brain size is correlated with IQ. Attempts to correlate head size, IQ and race or gender go back to the 19th century, during which time European male scientists asserted that women and non-whites (particularly people from Africa and the Americas) were intellectually inferior to European men, and that this inferiority could be “objectively” demonstrated by measuring head sizes. 2,3 The science of earlier centuries has been refuted, but many people saw the 2005 papers on MCH1 and ASPM as reintroducing those old arguments dressed up in the garb of modern molecular science.

Since 2005, other researchers have evaluated the same data on MCH1 and ASPM, plus some additional data, and concluded that there is no evidence that these genes have
been under natural selection in modern humans. These re-analyses undercut the idea that the particular variants found at high frequency among people of European descent somehow made those people better adapted for modern civilization. Additional studies have discovered that the MCH1 and ASPM variants reported in the 2005 papers do not correlate with larger (or smaller) than average head size. The genes were originally described as having to do with head size because some variants of these genes can cause microcephaly (extremely small heads that lack major portions of the brain). However, those variants were not included in the studies that were published in 2005.

Finally, several research groups have tried and failed to show any correlation between the variants described in the 2005 papers and IQ, reading abilities or verbal abilities. One article stated, “The results strongly did not support the hypothesis that [variants] in MCPH-related genes are related to the evolution of human language or cognition.” Unfortunately, none of these follow up studies received media attention.

CONCLUSION

The binary formulation of “genes vs environment” is misleading. Cognitive abilities are complex and will likely be influenced by a myriad of environmental factors and genes. Given the complexity of brains and cognition, one ought not expect that a few genes will play a dominant role in shaping the normal range of human cognitive abilities; numerous genes will be involved. It is statistically implausible that variants of numerous genes relating to intelligence would be distributed among racial groups in a manner that systematically conferred cognitive advantage on one group or disadvantage on another. Furthermore, there is no evidence to support the claim that current racial differences in mean IQ scores are caused by racially distinctive patterns of genetic variation.

There is evidence that IQ scores are influenced by environmental factors that are pervasively and systematically patterned along racial lines in the U.S. Nonetheless, mean IQ differences among racial groups have been decreasing over the past few decades, perhaps in response to improved educational opportunities for some minority individuals. Taken together, the evidence suggests that differences in IQ scores are the result of social inequality rather than its cause.
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